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DISCLAIMER
BLACK BELT COMMUNICATIONS, an Active Interest Media Publication, as publisher, does not endorse and makes no representation, warranty or guarantee concerning the safety or effectiveness of 
either the products and services advertised in this magazine or the martial arts or other techniques discussed or illustrated in this document. The publisher expressly disclaims any and all liability 
relating to the manufacture, sale or use of such products and services and the application of the techniques discussed or illustrated in this document. The purchase or use of some of the products, 
services or techniques advertised or discussed in this document may be illegal in some areas of the United States or other countries. Therefore, you should check federal, state, and local laws prior 
to your purchase or use of these products, services or techniques. The publisher makes no representation or warranty concerning the legality of the purchase or use of these products, services 
and techniques in the United States or elsewhere. Because of the nature of some of the products, services and techniques advertised or discussed in this document, you should consult a physician 
before using these products or services or applying these techniques. Specific self-defense responses illustrated in this document may not be justified in any particular situation in view of all of the 
circumstances or under applicable federal, state or local law. Neither Black Belt Communications nor the author makes any representation or warranty regarding the legality or appropriateness of 
any technique mentioned or depicted in this document. You may be injured if you apply or train in the techniques illustrated in this document and neither Black Belt Communications nor the author 
is responsible for any such injury that may result. It is essential that you consult a physician regarding whether or not to attempt any technique described in this document.

CLASSICS: “Your whole purpose in classical Filipino 
stick fighting is to hit your opponent until he’s out of 
the fight — you don’t mess around with other tech-
niques like traps,” Melegrito says.

TARGETS: “In practice, you use your stick to hit his 
stick as close to his gripping hand as you can man-
age while staying safe, but in a real fight, you’d hit the 
hand,” he says. “It usually makes him drop his weapon. 
Of course, in a fight, an attempt to hit his hand might 
miss, which is why you practice follow-ups.”

FOLLOW-UP: Melegrito likes to use an empty hand — 
assuming he’s not holding a second stick — to check 
the opponent’s hand right after it’s hit. That’s his in-
surance policy: If the strike doesn’t have the intended 
effect for whatever reason, Melegrito can prevent the 
man from bringing the hand back into action. He im-
mediately follows up with a stick strike to the fore-
arm, elbow, face, neck or some other available target.

SIMPLICITY: “You don’t try to grab him or do any-
thing else,” he says. “You just hit anything that comes 
at you — be it a hand, a knife or whatever. Whoever 
hits first usually wins the battle.”

LEGS: If the opponent kicks, the same principles ap-
ply, Melegrito says. Aim for the foot or ankle, check 
the leg if necessary and then follow up. Don’t try to 
trap the leg.

SCHISM: “In classical stick fighting, the stick is treat-
ed like a sword — which means all strikes are re-
garded as cuts,” he says. “If you’re doing the classical 
arts, you don’t touch the stick because that would be 
like touching a sharp sword blade. In modern Filipino 
stick fighting, however, the stick is treated like a stick.”

MODERN APPROACH: “In the modern arts, it’s OK to 
touch the stick,” he says. “After all, it’s a stick, not a 
sword. You just treat it as an impact weapon. When 
the guy swings at you, you intercept his strike with 
a strike from your stick — aimed at his hand — then 
you grab his weapon close to his hand if he doesn’t 
drop it. Grabbing it allows you to use it against him or 
take it away.”

OPTIONS: “Once you grab his stick, move it out of the 
way if you want to strike,” Melegrito says. “If he holds 
onto it, his arm will be carried along with the weapon, 
which will leave his body open for your counterstrike. 

In the May 2012 issue of Black Belt, Julius Melegrito wrote “10 Things You 
Probably Didn’t Know About the Filipino Martial Arts” to let readers who don’t 
already practice FMA know what they’re missing. In this FREE download, the 
Black Belt Hall of Fame’s 2011 Weapons Instructor of the Year explains and 
demonstrates key concepts from the group of arts that are commonly referred 
to as escrima, kali or arnis that you’ll need to get started in your training. Word 
to the wise: They’ll help you improve your skills and knowledge even if you don’t 
intend to take up FMA.

http://www.blackbeltmag.com
http://www.blackbeltmag.com/tag/julius-melegrito/
http://www.blackbeltmag.com/category/escrima/
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CLASSICAL FILIPINO STICK FIGHTING: 
Julius Melegrito fires a shot at his opponent’s weapon hand (1). Because he missed, the stick is still in the man’s hand, which forces Melegrito 
to try again, this time making contact with the appendage (2). The opponent drops the weapon (3), and the FMA stylist moves to the side and 
checks the hand (4), then follows up with head strikes until the threat is neutralized (5-6).
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MODERN FILIPINO STICK FIGHTING: 
Holding a stick, Julius Melegrito faces his foe (1). The man grabs the 

stick, but Melegrito has a strength advantage because he has two 
hands on the weapon (2). When the aggressor punches, Melegrito 

can use that advantage to maneuver the stick into the path of the fist 
(3). When he kicks, the FMA expert lowers it to intercept the leg (4). 

Melegrito then wrenches it from the man’s grasp (5), places it across 
the front of his body while checking his right arm (6) and slips behind 

him to effect an immobilizing bear hug (7). 

Inset: An alternative finish involves using the stick to 
apply pressure on the opponent’s neck.
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PROJECTILE DISARM: 
Both Julius Melegrito (left) and his opponent are armed with one stick (1). The man strikes, but Melegrito stops the blow before 
it makes contact (2). Using his left hand to check the stick, Melegrito lands a shot on the side of the man’s head (3). He then 
uses the butt of his weapon to hook the opponent’s stick (4), after which he twists his torso to generate enough force to break the 
opponent’s hold on it and send it flying (5-6).
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If he tries to kick, you can maneuver the stick down 
to block his shin, then hit his body with your stick. 
Or you can use his stick to lock his arm. At any point, 
you have the option of switching to the classical ap-
proach and just hitting him.”

DISARMS: Part of modern stick fighting is separat-
ing your opponent from his weapon, Melegrito says. 
As he already mentioned, you can hit the hand hold-
ing the stick with the intention of making him drop 
it. You also can leverage it out of his hand using a 

twisting motion. Or you can use your stick to push his 
stick out of his hand in such a way that it goes flying. 
This last category of techniques he calls “projectile dis-
arms.”

WARNING: “Disarming an attacker is a good concept 
for self-defense, but before you can disarm him, you 
have to grab his stick, and to do that safely, you have 
to understand the angles at which it’s dangerous,” Me-
legrito says. “Of course, it helps if you ‘soften’ him up 
with a strike before you try the disarm. Then it’s eas-

http://www.blackbeltmag.com
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In the Philippines, the traditional way of combat presumes the pres-
ence of knives or swords. All techniques, therefore, are strikes, and 
a martial artist never counts on being able to grab his opponent’s 
weapon because he’d be putting his hand in direct contact with 
sharpened steel.

EMINENTLY QUALIFIED
Julius Melegrito was Black Belt’s 2011 Weapons Instructor 
of the Year. He operates Martial Arts International schools 
in Bellevue and Omaha, Nebraska. He’s the creator of the 
Stix4Kids program, as well as the Philippine Combatives 
System and the Philippine Martial Arts Alliance, an interna-
tional organization devoted to the self-defense systems of 
his homeland.

Melegrito holds a seventh-degree black belt in the Filipi-
no arts, in addition to a fourth degree in taekwondo, a third 
degree in combat hapkido and a second degree in tang soo 
do. For more information, visit PMAA.info. To order his lat-
est DVD set, the three-volume Philippine Fighting Arts, visit 
blackbeltmag.com/julius.

ier to use leverage to break his balance and force the 
stick out of his hand.”

THEORY: “In modern stick fighting, the whole idea is 
if you can hit his hand, you can probably grab his stick, 
and if you can grab his stick, you can disarm him,” he 
says. “If it’s a knife, that changes things a little — your 
survival depends on being able to grab his wrist and 
prevent him from moving it to cut you. Then you can 
disarm him and maybe use it against him.”

PROGRESSION: Once you have the theory and the ba-
sics down pat, it’s time for partner training, Melegrito 
says. “Start with static disarms and work your way up 
to dynamic disarms, in which you both are moving 
when you try it.”

SHIELD: “Modern stick fighting is not just about beat-
ing somebody up — you don’t always have to hit,” he 
says. “This is very important to know in situations 
where there are a lot of witnesses because if you have 
a stick and your opponent doesn’t, the witnesses are 
going to view you as the aggressor. After all, you’re 
armed and you’re hitting him. That’s why you also 
need to know how to use a stick as a shield. These 
defensive techniques are good for police officers or 
anyone who doesn’t want to injure the other person.”

IMPACT: The key to using a stick as a shield lies in 
positioning it in a nonthreatening location — such as 

parallel to your forearm — so it can absorb the force 
of an attack. Then, in the eyes of witnesses, it’s the ag-
gressor who’s causing the problem by hitting you. All 
you’re doing is blocking. “This training is especially 
good for kids to learn because it’s totally defensive,” 
Melegrito says.

SHIELD VARIATION: Say you’re walking along a 
street with an umbrella or cane in your hand. An ag-
gressor approaches, and you raise your makeshift 
weapon. He grabs it with one hand to intimidate you, 
which prompts you to place your free hand on the oth-
er end of the weapon. Then he chambers his fist and 
unleashes a punch. “You can use the umbrella to block 
by raising it into the path of his fist,” Melegrito says. “If 
he tries to grab you again, you can lower the stick and 
block the arm. It also works if he tries to kick.”

ESCAPE: “To make him release your umbrella so you 
can use it in other ways, twist it and snap it down,” 
he says. Then you can scoot behind him, assuming the 
situation warrants and your skills are up to the task, 
and apply a choke. “The idea is to use the umbrella 
in a way that doesn’t involve hitting,” Melegrito says. 
“You can push against his throat to get him away, or 
you can deflect a punch and go to a position in which 
you have it against the side of his neck. Once he’s un-
der control, then you can talk.”

CONTROL: That final category of techniques in mod-
ern stick fighting — moves that enable you to restrict 
or immobilize an attacker without inflicting harm — 
is an essential one to master in our litigious society. 
“When a guy comes up to you and reaches out, maybe 
he just likes your shirt — you don’t know,” Melegrito 
says. “That’s why in many situations it’s better to con-
trol than to immediately start hitting.”  

About the author: 
Robert W. Young is the executive editor of Black Belt.

http://www.blackbeltmag.com
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/s/julius%20melegrito?filterby=categorytype&begin=1&end=1
http://www.blackbeltmag.com/daily/traditional-martial-arts-training/escrima/julius-melegrito-training-drill-for-two-filipino-fighting-sticks/
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MORE ARNIS & ESCRIMA FROM BLACK BELT!

MODERN ARNIS — VOLUME 1
DVD $29.95 | Video Download $14.99

MODERN ARNIS — VOLUME 2
DVD $29.95 | Video Download $14.99

MODERN ARNIS — VOLUME 3
DVD $29.95 | Video Download $14.99

PHILIPPINE FIGHTING ARTS —  
VOLUME 1: SINGLE-STICK TACTICS  

AND APPLICATIONS
DVD $29.95  SALE $9.99 | Video Download $14.99

PHILIPPINE FIGHTING ARTS —  
VOLUME 2: DOUBLE-STICK TACTICS  

AND APPLICATIONS
DVD $29.95  SALE $9.99 | Video Download $14.99

PHILIPPINE FIGHTING ARTS —  
VOLUME 3: KNIFE TACTICS  

AND APPLICATIONS
DVD $29.95  SALE $9.99 | Video Download $14.99

http://www.blackbeltmag.com
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-1-dvd/4857.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-1-dvd/4857.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-1-dvd/4857.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-2-dvd/4886.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-2-dvd/4886.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-2-dvd/4886.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-3-dvd/4887.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-3-dvd/4887.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/modern-arnis-volume-3-dvd/4887.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-1-single-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4666.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-1-single-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4666.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-1-single-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4666.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-1-single-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4666.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-1-single-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4666.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-2-double-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4667.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-2-double-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4667.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-2-double-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4667.html
http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-2-double-stick-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4667.html
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http://store.blackbeltmag.com/p/Arnis/Escrima/philippine-fighting-arts-volume-3-knife-tactics-and-applications-dvd/4668.html
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